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Getting the Cork Out of the Bottle
By W. Thad Adams, III

T

Image provided by Robert Alfert Jr.

hose faithful readers of this sporadic
publication will recall an issue a few
years back (2002, Vol. 10, No. 2,
online at www.adamspat.com)
on the subject of wine. Something I know
a little about. Practice makes perfect.
The subject of corkscrews came up
recently and it occurred to me that there was
something here of interest–the technology
of getting at the stuff in the bottle. I suppose I should have written about corkscrews
Though uncommon,
first, since that is the natural order of
the helix shape can be
things, but it just didn’t happen that way.
found in nature
(notice icicle on the left).
Uncorking a bottle of wine — unless it’s
champagne — is a challenge. There is no way to get a grip on the cork,

resting as it does safely in the bottle’s
neck. Therefore, we have the corkscrew
— a tool designed to mechanically
remove the cork from the bottle,
preferably without dribbling bits
of cork into the wine.

Image submitted
by Robert Alfert, Jr.

Primative
double-lever
corkscrew

The typical corkscrew has a handle and a helical
or screw-like blade, sometimes called a “worm.”
• On the technical side, some corkscrews omit
a center post, and the result is a “helix.”
• Others have a center post with spiral flutes.

Either way, the worm screws into the cork, allowing the cork to be pulled,
with some force, from the neck of the bottle. Some corkscrews employ
levers, springs, gears, or other mechanical devices to lessen the
amount of force needed to pull out the cork. Other
tools for extracting
the cork are not corkPrimative
screws at all. These
cork
include needles that are inserted
puller
through the cork so a gas can
be injected past the cork into
the bottle, using gas
pressure to push
the cork out of
the neck, while
still others use a
pair of thin blades that
Image
submitted by
are inserted between
Don Bull.
the cork and the neck so that twisting
the blades while pulling removes the cork.

Firm finds space to grow in move
to nearby office on College Street

A

fter all these years, Adams Evans
P.A. has moved. Unable to expand
any further in our previous location,
which had been our home since 1978,
the firm packed up all our files and furniture …
and headed across the street in February 2007.

That’s right, our expansive new office at 201
South College Street is just a few feet from our
previous location in uptown Charlotte. Clients
can even utilize the same parking garage, if
they like, though we encourage clients to use
the parking deck in our new location (avoiding
the need to cross a busy uptown street on foot).
As one can imagine, moving even a short distance presents many challenges. Completing the
move over an extended weekend prevented any
interruption in service to our clients — though
it might be a stretch call the move “completed.”
Some of the artwork and office accessories are
still in boxes, but we never missed a beat operationally and should be quickly approaching the
day the transitional dust finally settles for good.
On that note, the attorneys at Adams Evans
would like to express our sincerest thanks to
our wonderful staff, which responded gloriously
to the enormous challenges a move like this
entails. The move was skillfully planned, and
See ‘New Office’ on page 4
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Continued from page 1
During the late sixteenth century,
cork bottle stoppers appeared in England, but no special tool was required
to remove them, since they were
tapered and protruded from the bottle.
Blown-glass bottles began to
replace barrels and skins as wine
storage vessels. The bottles consisted
of a squatty chamber topped with a
tapered neck. These “shaft and globe”
bottles were sealed with tapered corks
wrapped with waxed linen, making it
easy to grasp and remove the stoppers.

Corkscrews Replace Stoppers
as Bottlenecks Lose Taper
Between the late seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, bottle makers
began mass-producing bottles by
pouring molten glass into molds rather
than hand-blowing bottles one at a time.
This manufacturing method allowed
production of tall, slender bottles with
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Tapered Bottlenecks Fuel Development of Amusing Stoppers

Cynicism has
driven the
creation of many
humorous wine
stoppers over
the years —
including the
Screwed Again
bookends above
and below left.
Images on this page provided by Don
Bull, corkscrew @ bullworks.net

To the left are views
of a (wine) bottle
stopper patent
...
and to the far left
are views of a Bottle
Stopper Retaining
Device patent
— both filed by the
same person,
J.J. Sands, circa 1889.

a straight side and a cylindrical
neck. The bottle could be laid on
its side for storage and shipment,
but tighter seals were required
so the bottles would not leak.
The solution was a cylindrical cork
that was compressed prior to being
forced into the bottle neck. Because of
its tighter fit, these corks were harder
to remove than the earlier, tapered
versions. The corkscrew permitted
the cork to be removed from the bottle.
Original corkscrews were an
adaptation of the “gun worm”,
a long-handled, curvy-tipped
tool inserted into the barrel of
a musket or pistol to retrieve
wadding and unspent bullets.
Continued on next page
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The
original
“tipped
worm”
corkscrew
is a direct
descendant
of the
“gun worm”
used to retrieve
wadding and
unspent bullets.
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Corkscrew Evolves Artistically More Than Functionally

Image submitted by Robert Alfert, Jr.
Image submitted by Don Bull,
corkscrew @ bullworks.net

Image submitted by Don Bull, corkscrew @ bullworks.net

Continued from page 2
During the early 1700s, pocket corkscrews
became popular. A metal or wooden sheath covered the spiral,
protecting the
worm and the
owner’s pocket.
In some models,
the sheath could
be inserted in a
loop at the end
of the worm’s
shaft to provide
Image submitted
an effective
by Robert Alfert, Jr.
T-handle for the
corkscrew (see
adjacent photo).
During the
latter half of the
eighteenth century,
corkscrews became

Image submitted
by Don Bull,
corkscrew @
bullworks.net

bottles until cork-lined metal bottlecaps
became popular in 1890. This office has
even patented a corkscrew in combination
with a particular type of smoking pipe.

Image submitted by
Don Bull, corkscrew @
bullworks.net

increasingly elaborate, using materials like silver,
gold, exotic woods, ivory, and jewels. Multipurpose
tools (such as the Whistler, shown in photo to the
left) often combined corkscrews with devices such
as pipe tobacco tampers, nutmeg graters, seals,
and folding pocket knives.
Dainty corkscrews
were produced to
open small bottles
containing perfumes
and medicines, for
corks were the preferred
sealer for all types of
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Interest in corkscrews extends far
beyond the mere utility of opening a wine
bottle. There are many collectors who
pay large sums for unusual and antique
corkscrews. The subject is so vast that we
can hardly begin to scratch the surface. Don
Bull, editor of the corkscrew@bullworks.
net website, has graciously offered a short
article reprinted in this issue as well as some
photos of unusual corkscrews and things
that resemble corkscrews. In addition,
Robert Alfert, Jr. an attorney/corkscrew
collector and partner at the Orlando firm
of Broad and Cassel, kindly provided
valuable information and photographs of
some of the corkscrews in his collection.

I hope you enjoy this issue. After reading
it, go out and buy a bottle
of good wine, maybe
one of the up-andcoming Yadkin
Valley North Carolina
wines, twist out the
cork with your favorite
Image submitted by Don Bull, corkscrew @ bullworks.net
corkscrew, and enjoy!
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Adams Evans Settles Into Larger Uptown Office
Continued
from page 1

2

1

was executed with
military precision.
We’ve included a
few photos of our new
space here, and we’ve
updated the Directions
page on our website (as
noted, those revisions
were not too substantial
textually — though you
may wish to check out
the colorful new page,
which we feel is much
more user-friendly).
In addition to providing a Google Maps link
to our location on our
Direction web page,
we’ve also added a static
map showing entrances
to nearby parking lots,
including the parking
deck in our building.
We invite you to
come see us. We’d love
to show you around
our new space!

3

1 The interior offices — where our talented
administration & support staff details the daily
operations of our firm.
2 The conference room — which doubled
as a “staging” area during the move, offers a
lofty uptown view.
3 The corner office — where Thad Adams
is often too busy to soak in the surrounding
panorama.

Website Gets New Look, Too

S

hortly after completing
our office relocation,
the firm completed a
revitalization of the
Adamspat.com website as well.

Above: This page of folding and pocket
corkscrews appeared in the Charles Hull
Corkscrew Catalog, circa 1865.
Left: Improved
Patent Power
Corkscrew No
204, Manufactured by
Charles Hull,
Birmingham,
England, 1865.

Images from
revolutionaryplayers.
org.uk, submitted by
Robert Alfert, Jr.
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In addition to updating the site’s
appearance, we’ve added a few bells and
whistles and attempted to make the site a
bit easier to navigate. We’ve also added a
“What’s New” page for periodic postings of
intellectual property news for our clients.
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Redwoods & Palms Corkscrewed by the Wind
By Donald Bull
Editor, corkscrew@bullworks.net

I

n 1951 my family lived in a Sears Roebuck mail order arts and craft style house
in Oakland, California. On the day of my
7th birthday, my father announced he was
taking the family on an
adventure. We climbed
aboard the old Packard
and set off for a drive up
the California coast to
Redwoods State Park.
There I was introduced
to my first corkscrew.
It was a Redwood
“Corkscrew Tree”. My
father explained “It is
like a corkscrew with
the earth as its handle
reaching skyward to
the wine gods.”
I looked up at the
twisted trunk of the
tree to the treetop
far beyond. It was
an awesome sight for a little boy. Did it
seem so big because I was so small? I
visited the park again in the 1970s. The
tree was still there. It was big but didn’t
seem as big. I don’t think it grew much!
Years later I was in Zanzibar and there
on the beach was a tree in the form
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of a corkscrew. Another tree beckoning
to the wine gods! This tree was created
while the tree was growing in the ocean
winds which were so strong that it could
cause the tree to twist and turn.
These events I recalled in my active
corkscrew collecting days. My corkscrew
interest wasn’t limited to
those things for removing
corks; rather it encompassed
everything named corkscrew
including roller coasters,
a swamp in
Florida, airplane
trails, and even
trees. I collected
postcards that depicted corkscrews
in use and one
day stumbled on
one from British
Honduras. The
1909 postmarked
card showed
a twisted tree
with the caption
“”Natural Cork Screw (Cocoa
Nut Tree) Manantee Lagoon
near Belize, British Honduras.”
When I found a cocktail
napkin that had a drawing of
a twisted tree with the caption
“’Believe it or Not’ [Ripley’s] the
Cork Screw Tree near Saucier,
Mississippi”, I had to know more.
I published a picture in my
online news (The Daily Screw).
Several months later I received
a response from a reader:
I have a photo that was
taken about 1939 with my
Uncle Louis Borzik standing
in the center of the tree. The
Corkscrew Tree was located
on what was then the Borzik
family’s land (80 acres). My
Uncle John Borzik found the
tree while hunting and he is
the one that took the photo
and Aunt Mary Borzik sent it to
what was then the newspaper
art column, “Ripley’s Believe
It or Not” in The Daily Herald.
The crown in my non cork
removing corkscrew collection
came in 2003. I invited the
International Correspondence
of Corkscrew Addicts (ICCA)
to my home for a Southern
barbecue after a week of
corkscrewing in the Roanoke

Valley. Members looked at my landscaping and decided the thing that it lacked
was a corkscrew tree. Several weeks later
a man showed up with a shovel and a
tree. It was a Corkscrew Hazel which is
now growing happily at the lakeside.
So those wine gods are looking
down at my yard with the symbolic tree.
They are making sure my wine cellar
is always adequately supplied with
delicious bottles of wine awaiting
uncorking with real corkscrews.

Images provided by Don Bull, corkscrew @ bullworks.net
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Who We Are
The firm specializes solely in patent,
trademark and copyright law, and the
related areas of unfair competition and
trade secret law. Our eight lawyers have
expertise in a broad range of intellectual
property issues.
Our practice within this specialty is
diverse, including prosecution of patent and trademark applications in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office; domestic and international patent,
trademark and copyright prosecution and
licensing. The firm also has extensive litigation experience and regularly litigates
patent, trademark, copyright and related
trade secret and unfair competition matters in Federal and State Courts and before government agencies.
The firm is United States patent counsel
for foreign corporations, manyof whom
have facilities in the Charlotte area. We
assist both foreign and domestic companies and individuals in planning and
executing overall patent and trademark
strategy.
The firm’s clients are involved in diverse
areas of science and business, including
the design and manufacture of textile
machinery, hosiery and other apparel,
filtration equipment, medical equipment,
orthopedic products, child safety products,
power transmission equipment, jet engines, electronic controls, microprocessor
wafer processing equipment, high-speed
audio and video duplication equipment,
flooring products and aircraft passenger
seats.
The firm also represents advertising
and public relations agencies, golf courses, computer programming specialists,
a nationwide photographic film processor, trucking companies, stock car racing
teams, and a national restaurant chain.
Overall, approximately 50% of the
firm’s practice involves international issues.
For this reason, we have very close relations with the international community in
Charlotte, and therefore have access to
information and services which are not
normally available to those without such
a large concentration of business in the international intellectual property area.
© 2007, ADAMS EVANS

P.A.
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A Toast to Failure
You and I are like a marriage of convenience
between two down-on-their-luck families,
the Eastmans and the Roebucks, or the Nixons
and the Goldwaters. We don’t care for each other,
but I have a bottle of wine and you have a corkscrew.
I have a pack of cigarettes and you have a lighter.
We agree to sheathe our teeth, drink the wine,
smoke, kiss. A day becomes a night, one night
becomes two nights. I get out of bed, put on my boxers,
shorts, and a white T-shirt silk-screened with a photo
of construction workers eating lunch atop a skyscraper
in 1932. The sun is hot when I walk around the corner
to withdraw twenty dollars from a bank machine.
The dots of gum on the cement sidewalk look like
an exercise in a child’s book. Connecting the dots
to see where they lead seems luckier than going back.
— Tim Skeen
Prairie Schooner
Volume 79, Number 3
Fall 2005

Another Toast
Here’s to the corkscrew —
a useful key to unlock
the storehouse of wit,
the treasury of laughter,
the front door of fellowship,
and the gate of pleasant folly.

— W.E.P. French
From the wine list of
Commander’s Palace
in New Orleans, LA

Courtesy of John McDonald,
Dallas, TX

A Sobering Thought
During one of my treks through
Afghanistan, we lost our corkscrew.
We were compelled to live on food
and water for several days.”
— Cuthbert J. Twillie
(W.C.Fields)
My Little Chickadee (1940)

An Alternative to the Corkscrew?
Impromptu shindig over at my place for the otherwise Fourthularly unoccupied: chili, pasta salad,
deviled eggs, ice cream with berries.
We discovered how to (successfully) open a bottle of wine without a corkscrew. One screw, one
screwdriver, and a pair of pliers. Just don’t figure on adding the cork to your collection afterwards
— it will look like a wee bomb went off inside it. There are pictures of this somewhere . . .

Background image
submitted by
Robert Alfert, Jr.

— Basil Bunting
Always Carry a Corkscrew and the Wine Shall Provide Itself
(Bunting was an English poet, whose greatest popularity was during
the 1960’s as leader of the British literary avant-garde. 1900–1985)
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